move and exchange all Palestinians out of Israel to Jordan and all other Arab countries and then God will give mankind Sholom-Peace.

Let us hope that the prophesies of Isaiah in chapter 44-66 are fulfilled and Torah will go forth from Zion and all men will help strengthen the building of Zion and Jerusalem and help Jews return to the promised land. In that way all men will be chosen and the prayers of all men will be heard. This is what Isaiah and King Solomon before him proclaimed that G-d will listen to the prayers of all men and Zion will be a place of worship for all men. Let us pray that the prophesy of Isaiah in chapter 2 verse 4 and Micha chapter 4 Verse 3 be realized that no nation will lift up a sword against another nation and the swords and all instruments of war will be recycled into plows to enable man to use his/her wisdom to better himself and their children rather than destroy other men. For in that day all men will go forth to Zion and Jerusalem and will seek the counsel of the Messiah and the Messiah will judge all disputes between nations and all internal disputes and rebellions. There will not exist a corrupt United Nations; only the Messiah’s authority will be universally recognized. For Isaiah in Chapter 65 verse 17 as well as Jeremiah chapter 31 verse 30.31,32,33 stated the following: “For God has sworn that the world would never be destroyed; So too, the Jews and those Gentiles who help the Jews rebuild the land of Israel will never be destroyed. They will survive for ever.” Jeremiah 31 verse 35. “God has created a new nature that will imbue all mankind, who will practice justice and mercy.” Isaiah 65 verse 17; 66 verse 22; Jeremiah chapter 31 verses 30-33. Even wild animals -a lion and a sheep will dwell together Isaiah 65 verse 25. “All men will seek to do good and despise evil and all mankind on their own will by second nature have a new perspective of values that will usher in the Messianic era. ”

“And in that day God will be ONE and his name will be One. Zechria 14 verse 9 All men on their own with out outside coercion or missionaries will recognize the true faith. Zechriah 14 verse 16,17,18. In that era all Jews will be gathered to Zion and Jerusalem and the gentiles will assist the in gathering of the Jews. Micha 4 verse 1,2,3 Isaiah chapter 2 verse 2,3,4 chapter 65 and 66 verse 20-24. For the Jews must return and rebuild Zion and Jerusalem in order for the Messianic era to be ushered in. “For Jews will populate all the streets of Jerusalem and children will play in the streets” Zecharia 8 verse 4 And the Gentiles from all over the world will assist and urge all Jews to immigrate and settle in Israel” Zechria 8 verses 20-23 he ga This era will follow the wars of Gog and Mogug prophesied by Ezekiel chapter 38. Many Evangelicals and millions of other Christians and Moslems who have accepted Israel like Turkey, Egypt and Jordan -in the last 60 years since Israel has been resurrected have donated millions of dollars to assist financially politically and have countered the negative propaganda and have assisted in the rebuilding
of Israel and the ingathering of Jews from the four corners of the globe. They are the Chsidei Umos hoolen the pious of the nations who will merit heaven and eternal life. They will be resurrected and will never die.

It is my opinion that these wars have occurred - the First and Second world wars the murder of the six million Jews in the holocaust; the creation of the State of Israel and the four wars against the Arabs that resulted in a greater Israel and the conquest of the entire land of historical Israel. I believe that it is forbidden to surrender any part of historical Israel because it will delay the coming of the Messianic era. This concern is in addition that it is suicide for Israel to establish a Palestinian State that will always plot to destroy Israel, All Palestinians Arabs must be sent to Jordan that occupies 80% of the original Palestine that Great Britain was given a mandate by the League of Nations to establish a Jewish homeland. Instead in 1920 Great Britain carved our 80% of the territory and established an Arab country - Jordan. Let all the Palestinians in Gaza Yehuda and Shomron go there. We will then have an exchange of populations as India and Pakistan accomplished in 1947 when the Indian sub continent was divided between India and Pakistan. All Germans living in Poland Czechoslovakia and Russia moved to Germany following the Second World War because they were a hostile element and gave the Germans a pretext to invade these countries. So too, all Palestinians must be exchanged and moved out of every part of Israel. Only then will God be one and his Name will be One. For one of God’s Names is Sholom Peace. Man must behave politically in a manner that will encourage peace - to move and exchange all Palestinians out of Israel to Jordan and all other Arab countries and then God will give mankind Sholom Peace.

1. INTRODUCTION - The survival of all Americans regardless of religion sex race or national origin as well as Jews and Israel must be our number 1 priority. We are ALWAYS American Jews. There is no contradiction. Just like there are Irish Americans, Italian Americans Catholic Americans and Protestant Americans. America is a multi ethnic country. We always obey the law. We like all other Americans have a constitutional right to express our belief what is best for the USA NO BULLY AND ANTI SEMITE WHO CRITICIZES Jews for looking out for Israel and influencing public opinion of non Jews to support Israel is going to silence us. The ones who are the most vocal are the ones who receive enormous sums of Money from Saudi Arabia. They write books comparing Israel’s fight against terror to apartheid from South Africa. What these individuals do not mention is that Arab money bought their silence that they do not criticize the Palestinians and Hamas and Hezbulah and the outrages in Saudi Arabia.
The ARABS CAN DO NO WRONG AND THE JEWS IN ISRAEL CAN DO NO GOOD. WHEN THESE INDIVIDUALS COVER THEIR EYES WITH THE GREEN MONEY FROM THE ARABS THEY BECOME ARABISTS. THEY SPREAD THE ARAB PROPAGANDA AND HATE WITH OUT CARING FOR THE ACCURACY OF THEIR FACTS.

HITLER VOWED TO EXTERMINATE THE JEWS. THESE INDIVIDUALS VOW TO EXTERMINATE THE STATE OF ISRAEL. The Jews are held up to the highest standard; but not the Arabs. THESE INDIVIDUALS EXPLOIT THEIR REPUTATION AND STANDING THAT THEY HAVE IN ORDER TO EXTERMINATE ISRAEL AND THE JEWS.

IT IS FOR SUCH ANTI SEmites IN THE USA and Europe that our first priority is to have all Jews unite and to lessen our criticism of irreligious Jews and their expression of Judaism. WE all must focus on the anti Semites in the USA, Europe and in the Middle East-Iran Syria Hamas Hezbulah and the Palestinians. OTHERWISE NONE OF US WILL BE AROUND TO PRACTICE Hollacha-JUDAISM. BEFORE WE SAVE THE JEWISH SOUL WE MUST SAVE THE JEWISH BODY.

In today’s environment of antisemitism the question of saving the lives of Jews is very real especially in Israel and all over the world. Jews must behave responsibly not to provide ammunition to anti Semites as proof for all their lies and venom against Jews. Jews must love all humans even those who definitely do not deserve to be loved. Only when Jews will exhibit this attitude of Ahvat Chinom-love of fellow humans even when they definitely do not deserve to be loved will G-D ensure that Israel remains a Jewish State. The miracle of the last 60 years in Israel is that Jews from the entire spectrum of opposing philosophies and interests subordinated their individual agendas for the common good of the survival of Jews and the State of Israel. This is also the miracle of Israel’s rebirth. This will be the miracle of Israel’s survival with G-D’s help. Rav Piekarsky Hallachic advisor to the late Lubavitcher Rebbe who gave me his approbation on my Responsa on the Four Parts of the Shulchan Aruch one Yom Kippur at Kol Nidre was in tears as he beseeched G-d to grant a year of life and happiness to all humans. He cried talking to G-d and said there does not exist a bad human. If one only search they will find something good and beautiful with every human. This is the attitude we must adopt if we want to survive individually and as a people.

Intellectual honesty and modesty is one of the prime requirements for everyone and of course for rabbis. The comprehensive knowledge of the four Shulchan Aruch is critical. One must possess the fifth Shulchan Aruch called common sense. One must balance one’s comments and observations. One must be cognizant what effect his comments and conduct will have with the religious, non religious and non Jewish world of friend and foe. No one can be a halachic authority unless one possesses these qualities and balance. One must remember that death and life are in the hands of the tongue. When in doubt one must shut their mouth and put down one’s pen.

Rav Piekarski said that the wise man thinks a dozen time before he talks; another dozen
times before he writes; another dozen times before he publishes. I add an other dozen times before he permits his articles on the internet. The internet contains an audience of friend and foe - the greatest anti Semites have access to the internet. One can place into jeopardy Jewish lives and the writer's own life.

In my chapter # 12 I discuss that in 1990 I devised a prenuptial agreement that won the approbation of Horav Piekaski. However Horav Piekaski told me not to use it in practice. It is halachically accurate but should not be used as a public and standard practice. I discuss all the problems associated with conditional marriages in my Chapter #12 and # 54 # 55 # 56 and # 59 . I conclude that prenuptial agreements should not be used as a standard practice. They can be used only in emergency situations when the Rabbi sees problems with the marriage. In view of the fact that over 400 Torah sages opposed prenuptial agreements proposed by the Rabbis in Paris, France at the turn of the twentieth century and many Torah authorities opposed the prenuptial agreement of the Rabbis of Constantinople, Turkey, we should not use them as standard practice. The problems that would be created would wreck havoc to the integrity of the family and the faithfulness of the spouses to each other. It would make a joke of the whole concept of Halachic marriage. The tractates of the Talmud of Kedushin Gitten Yevomos and Soto would have to be archived. The Shulchan Aruch Even Hoezer would become history. The Ramo Even Hoezer 28: 21 RULES THAT EVEN IF A PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT WAS MADE ONE MUST, NEVERTHELESS, BE STRICT IN PRACTICE AND DEMAND A GET - JEWISH DIVORCE. Ramo cites Mahrik # 84. See Aruch Hashulchon Even Hoezer 28: 96. See Bais Yoseph writing on Tur Even Hoezer 28 toward the end that cites Responsa Rashbash son of Tashbatz that no such agreements ever were made in practice even if the majority of Rabbinical Courts in the community approved.

We must do everything in our power to strengthen the economy of the State of Israel. If we do not elect to live in Israel the least we can do is the following: We must invest in Israel, purchase the products of Israel through the internet and in stores that sell Israeli products. We must visit Israel. Not a week must pass by that hundreds and thousands of Jews and non Jews visit Israel. We must combat the lies and propaganda of all our enemies in the press and ensure that public opinion is in favor of Israel.

Let us open up in Israel - branch offices, factories, shopping centers, invest in real estate - residential real estate - private homes second homes in addition to one's home in another country, apartment houses condominiums, commercial real estate. Let us direct our charity giving to the Israeli yeshivas - the lifeblood of our existence. Let us invest in the research of Israel's universities to eradicate cancer aids diabetes and all the diseases from the face of the earth. Thus if Jews - even though they elect not to live in Israel but invest in
Israeli companies or real estate and strengthen the economy of Israel they are in compliance with the greatest Mitzvoh of the Torah Yishuv Eretz Yisroel - assisting in the settlement of the land of Israel by Jews. See Avnei Nezer Yoreh Dayoh 554: 62-1-5 Yeshivat Eretz Yisroel. See also Ramban on Sefer Hamitzvot of Rambam beginning of positive commandments. Rambam will agree that any Jew living or assisting another Jew to live in Eretz Yisroel has observed the biggest Mitzvoh in the world.

In addition to complying with the Mitzvoh they are assisting in the creation and safeguarding of a safe haven for all Jews. No longer will Jews be at the mercy of non Jews for our very survival. The lessons of 2000 years of exile and the holocaust when millions of Jews were killed is sufficient to convince every Jew that Jews must have control of their destiny. Finally Jews have the opportunity to defend themselves against those individuals and nations that want our destruction. Those who kill us with suicide bombers and roadside shootings and bombings will be killed. Those nations that attack us militarily by conventional or unconventional weapons and armies will be destroyed by our own hands as happened in the war of independence in 1947-1948, the wars in 1956, in 1967 and 1973 and the campaign against the terrorists in Lebanon and in Israel for the last 60 years. Let us not be fooled by the lies and deceptions and moralizing of the countries of the world that want our destruction. We do not need the favors of a mandate power or a united nation or any other country to protect us. We will fight our own battles. Let us arise and kill those who want to kill us- HAKOM LEHORGEHO HASH KIN VEHORGO Let us not hesitate to wisely use any advantage and weapons we possess for our survival. Let us borrow a page from the British and Americans how they behave toward suspected bombers. They do not inspect their bags and take a chance that the bomber will trigger his or her explosives during the search. If they fail to follow instructions the suspect is shot at a distance from the person who is searching them. Let us use some non lethal weapons that will immobilize the suspect with out killing them. In case we are wrong we will not have killed a human being. It is is mandatory for the best brains to contribute for the defense of Israel's survival.

Let each person contribute the best of themselves for Jewish and Israel’s survival. Would Israel have existed as a Jewish country during the 1930s and 1940s millions of Jews would have been saved. Finally Jews realize that no matter what they do, no matter what they change in their behavior or religious beliefs they will remain as the despised Jews and subject to the mercy of those countries offering them residence. True we are thankful to the democracies for their equitable treatment of their Jewish citizens, but Israel is our insurance policy that if anything changes we our children or grandchildren and their descendants will not end up at the mercy of individuals or nations that do not care if we live or not- like what happened in Europe in the 1930s and 1940s. Israel is our guarantee that never again will another holocaust happen. That is why it is insane if we do not offer our talents for the strengthening of Israel. It is not only irresponsible but is a form of suicide for Jews not to keep their eye on the ball-Jewish survival and the survival of Israel. Everything that a Jew does must be gaged as to what effect will this action have on Israel ‘s well being. Every thing in the world must be subordinated for this over riding interest. Of course our loyalty to the country where we live must come first and this loyalty
must never be compromised -even for Israel.

Helping the Jews living in the State of Israel will strengthen the Jewish presence and claim to the land of Israel. This is the real reason of all the anti Semites who advocate a boycott of all the goods produced in Israel. They want to destroy the Jewish claim to any part of Israel. Without Jews having a country of their own it is easier to kill Jews and eventually kill all the Jews. This was the real goal of all ant Semites since the time that G-D gave the Torah at Mt. Sinai thirty four hundred years ago. The translation of Sinai means hatred. Since Jews received the Torah anti-Semites hate the Torah and all its moral and ethical teachings. They project their hatred of G-d and his teachings to the people of the Book -the Jews. By killing the Jews they will have eradicated any vestige of Judeo-Christian ethics and morality that the Nazis called the Jewish disease of compassion for non Aryans. Jews were always blamed for all existing evils. They were the perfect scapegoat.

Anti Semites have a secondary boycott of the companies who sell goods to Israel. Other anti Semites have a boycott of those companies who sell war products to Israel or who sell parts or engines that can service tanks or bull dozers to enable Israel to dismantle illegal Arab housing or are used to destroy the homes of terrorists. The fact that Hamas won the Palestinian election and vows to destroy Israel and Iran wants to produce atomic weapons to destroy all the Jews and Israel was another reason that spurred on these anti Semites to make their move now. The Arab suffering is exploited and used to hurt Jews and kill Jews. For the last sixty years they encouraged and aided openly or discreetly the killing of Jews to be done by Arabs and the Palestinians. The boycott of Israel and secondary boycott of the companies that do business with Israel is a message of encouragement and support to the murderers of Jews.

However, the Arabs remind these Jew haters that their hatred is for all non Muslims. They send suicide bombers to fly planes into skyscrapers in the USA and send suicide bombers in Europe and to other Arab and Muslim countries that kill and wound thousands. They kill by bombs and suicide bombers tens of thousands in Iraq -Muslims and non Muslims elsewhere in order to conquer the world for their brand of Islam. Now Iran wants to develop an atomic bomb to wipe Israel off the face of the earth. Thus they begin with Jews and then kill all others. This lesson must be learned by the world and preempt the killers by killing them first. A people -the Palestinians-who voted in a Hamas government sworn to wipe Israel off the face of the earth must be taken at their word once they reach the capacity to accomplish their goal. They must never be given the chance.

Thank G-d that they have stated their true intention and belief regarding Jews. Let us act in accordance with such reality. Let us base all our strategy-bearing in mind the end game of the Palestinians once they reach and realize power and the capacity to translate their intentions of killing all the Jews and wiping Israel off the map into reality. Meir Kahane who advocated until he was assassinated to remove the Palestinians was banned from running in the Knesset and branded a racist. The benign Palestinian leadership who signed a peace agreement with Israel and agreed to a two State solution, nevertheless, did not ban Hamas who is dedicated to Israel’s destruction from running in the parliamentary elections. Prior to
the elections Arafat and then Abbas disclaimed responsibility for the killing of Jews that were conducted by the various terrorist groups. They claimed inability to control the terrorist gangs from murdering Jews. If it was true or not the net effect was that the Palestinians were able to dodge their responsibility of preventing gangs of Palestinians of murdering innocent civilians of another country. A similar situation in 1916 of gangs of armed Mexicans killing US citizens in the border areas of the US and Mexico prompted the dispatch of US troops into Mexico. No country in the world will tolerate such willful neglect of the responsibilities by an other country. The consistent refusal or unwillingness of the Palestinians to accept Israel and stop the propaganda taught to its school children from nursery to the grave of hatred of Jews and indoctrination of the goal to wipe Israel off the map is sufficient reason not to give one centimeter of the land of Israel to the Palestinians. Any state that they will establish will be used to hasten the destruction of all of Israel. Thank G-d that Hamas won the elections by popular vote. Now the true face of the Palestinian people was unmasked. Their true face is the avowed goal of Hamas to kill all Jews and destroy Israel. Now we must face reality and not be deceived by any dreams that at last we achieved peace with the Arabs. There is no peace. It will never be. They are not to be trusted. The reality is that one can not depend on the word of a Palestinian. The argument that the Arabs are racists is conveniently forgotten. The Palestinians will kill all the Jews. Any concessions made by Israel to a more benign Palestinian government will be taken advantage by the real face of the Palestinians to complete the eradication of all Jews in Israel. They will conveniently renege on all agreements previously made by a previous government. One must prepare for the contingency that even in Jordan and Egypt when the present leadership dies or is killed or is replaced by democratic means triggered by a demand by the USA that the people elect a democratic government that may be hostile toward Israel. They may revoke all previous agreements and form an alliance to crush Israel. Now they may be aided by thousands of Palestinians recruited by Hamas into an army of liberation of all of Palestine. They will mercilessly slaughter all the Jews. This is the lesson of the recent election of Hamas to power. I say it is a turn for the better. It is a wake up call to be realistic. Either we are prepared for a long siege and war or we will cease to exist. Let us not make any concessions by being more humane to the Palestinians and Arabs. We will then ipso facto assist the Palestinians and Arabs in the murder of our own children and grandchildren.

If Jews would be in the position of the Palestinians today the Palestinians would massacre all the Jews. Or else they will cut off their water supply and they will die from thirst. Or else cut off their electricity and oil and all the Jews will freeze to death and all of Israel will come to a standstill. In effect the Jews will be forced to flee Israel. Those who will escape terrorist attacks will be slaughtered by the “friendly” Arab troops from Jordan and Egypt. The others will die from thirst or starvation. The lucky few will flee Israel. In that way the Jews would abandon Israel. This certainly is the end game and plan of the Palestinians and their elected representatives—the Hamas. This is the end game of Iran.

Saudia Arabia who hosted in 2006 a Pan Arab conference to enforce the boycott against Israel certainly would not raise a voice in protest. For the last sixty years they have bankrolled all plots and wars to destroy the Jewish State that they consider illegal. Neither
would Egypt or Jordan object. As a matter of fact a new regime would revoke all previous agreements with Israel.

THERE EXISTS NO PROTESTS TODAY ON THE PART OF THE "FRIENDLY" ARAB COUNTRIES WHO HAVE PEACE TREATIES WITH ISRAEL TO THE DECLARATION OF TOTAL ANNIHILATION OF THE JEWS AND ISRAEL BY HAMAS AND BY IRAN. WHY WOULD ANY RATIONAL PERSON THINK THAT THESE COUNTRIES WOULD PROTEST AN ACTUAL GENOCIDE OF ALL THE JEWS IN ISRAEL.

DO WE NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO PRE-EMPT AND PREVENT THE PALESTINIANS FROM ACHIEVING THE CAPACITY TO KILL ALL THE JEWS? WHY NOT REMOVE THE SNAKE WHILE IT IS SMALL BEFORE IT BECOMES A COBRA AND WILL EXTIRPATE ALL THE JEWS?

I do not have the expertise or am privy to the intelligence available to the leaders of Israel and therefore will not offer any suggestions how to meet this threat to Israel's very existence. However one thing is certain. Israel must complete a security wall in all areas that Jews are found in Israel. We now have been freed -thanks to Hamas- to proclaim our claim to all the land of Israel. We no longer have to offer the Arabs any concessions and abandon any settlements. Any land we will abandon will be used by the Arabs to launch attacks against Jews either immediately or later when they become powerful enough and the political winds shift that there will be no one -including the USA- to help Israel. We should encourage new settlements all over Judea and Samaria. We should invite the Moranos -the hidden Jews in India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, the former Burma, Spain Portugal, Mexico, Central and South America, Africa, Japan, China and all other places in the world to immigrate to Israel. We should encourage Jews from all over the world to immigrate to Israel. Jews must be in control of their destiny in order to survive. Unless we retain control of all the strategic areas in Israel -especially the Jordan valley- we may not survive. All international laws that endanger Israel's existence are null and void. PEKUACH NEFESH DOCHE KOL HATÓRAH KULO -THE SAVING OF EVEN ONE LIFE SUPERCEDES ALL LAWS.
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The allies fire bombed all the major citites in Germany and later in Japan. They killed over a million or more civilians.

The Jewish religion incorporates universal laws of humanity for the past 3400 years since the giving of the Torah at Mt. Sinai. Talmud Sanhedrin 59 ;Ibid 105. Rambam Melochim 8:10, 11. Any non Jew who observes these humanitarian laws to respect all the rights of all humans equitably without distinction to religion, color sex or nationality of origin - and not to be cruel to animals and establish court of laws and police force that will ensure the enforcement of these laws - is worthy of everlasting life in this world and in the next. See Responsa Ramo that all nations can create their humane laws providing they are equitably interpreted and apply to everyone; and not one segment of society are singled out in their application. No law can forbid self defense. The State of Israel incorporated these
humane laws into their body of laws. They do not discriminate and equitably apply their laws to everyone. See Respona Hilchos Medinah by Rav Eliezer Waldenberg and Respona of Rav Herzog, Chief Rabbi of Israel -Hchuko Leyisroel Al Pi Hatorh Vol Book 1.
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All humans must observe the Seven Nohadite principles enumerated above. If they refuse to observe them they must be forced. If the community refuses to enforce these laws the community is liable for punishment. Certainly if a community votes in a terrorist government that violates these principles and kills other human beings that they are liable to punishment. If terrorists use their own civilians as human shields the victims -that we will call the civilized world - the targets of the terrorists have the right to defend themselves and carpet bomb all the houses used by the terrorists as hiding places. Unfortunately any civilians killed or wounded is not the responsibility of the victims of the terrorists, but the blame falls on the heads of the terrorists. The victims of the terrorists -the civilized world- should make every effort to minimize to the greatest extent possible civilian casualties. But they must not be deterred from bombing all the hiding places of the terrorists, and not be deterred because civilians are present there. Before sending in troops they should destroy all the hiding places of the terrorists regardless if civilians get killed in the process. They should bomb by air all these places. If they hesitate because of fear that they will inflict civilian casualties the civilized world forces will have the blood of all those killed and wounded both civilians and soldiers on their heads. They must destroy and flatten all the homes that served as hiding places of the terrorists. They must mine the entire area and make it uninhabitable. When a country allows terrorists to operate from their midst they must pay a price forever. They must lose those areas forever. In that way innocent Israelis will not be killed wounded and terrorized by the murderers. In the Lebanon war of July August 2006 over one million Israelis- Muslim Christian as well as Jews were effected. Hizbullah all the time was targeting civilian Israelis and hiding behind Lebanese civilians. Israel did everything in its power to avoid any civilian casualties. The French and other Europeans and later the USA who forced Israel through the United Nations to agree to a cease fire have the blood of all the innocent humans on their heads. Instead of solving the problem and exterminating Hizbullah they deferred the day of reckoning for another day. In the meantime Hizbullah can rearm and become more dangerous. Iran and Syria can become more emboldened and reckless. Israel must seize the first opportunity to neutralize Hizbullah. They and all who support them must be neutralized. The international community must either finish them off or be finished off by them.

When TERRORIST DO NOT OBSERVE THE Geneva convention they are not entitled to any protective clauses of this convention or any other international convention of the humane treatment at the time of war. Targeted assassinations of terrorists are one trillion percent permitted. Terrorists and terrorist sponsoring states have lost their rights
to be treated as humans.

When the Japanese realized on August 06, 1945 that 100,000 Japanese were killed by the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima and three days later another 100,000 died in Nagasaki, they surrendered. When the Germans realized in 1944 that their cities and all their civilians were being firebombed they surrendered. The same was true in Bosnia when 10,000 civilians were killed by Nato carpet bombings. The same was true in Iraq at the first War in 1990 and the second war in 2002 and in Afghanistan in 2001. Israel can use the above precedents regarding Hizbullah and Hamas and the other terrorist groups.

Any one screaming that Israel is using disproportionate force and is committing war crimes should address all their complaints to Iran Syria and their proxies the Hizbullah and Hamas and the other terrorist organizations who are committing the real crimes against humanity. Hizbullah executing the orders of Iran and Syria was responsible for killing hundreds and wounding thousands -both Israeli and Lebanon civilians and caused over one million people to be evacuated from the North of Israel and 750,000 civilians from Lebanon to be evacuated. When individuals or countries have zero regard for human life -all Hizbullah missiles targeted civilians that did not discriminate if they were Muslim Christian or Jews, the civilized world has a right to protect itself. If in the process of protecting itself enemy soldiers and civilians are annihilated, so be it. This is the lesson of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The Torah teaches that when a country like Iran and Syria and their proxies- Hizbullah and Hamas threaten to annihilate another country like Israel, Israel has the moral right and duty to preempt and destroy those individuals that threaten its existence before they have a chance to make a first strike.

We need not be deterred from the moralizing from the Europeans and the U.N. , WHO HAVE CONCOCTED “MORAL” RESTRAINTS -- TO PREVENT ISRAEL FROM DEFENDING ITSELF FROM TERRORISTS AND COUNTRIES LIKE IRAN AND SYRIA AND THEIR PROXIES. THIS CODE OF LAW IS NOT OBSERVED BY THE USA OR NATO IN BOSNIA IRAQ OR AFGHANISTAN.

WHEN IRAN SYRIA AND THEIR PROXIES ATTACK CIVILIANS AND DO NOT OBSERVE INTERNATIONAL NORMS OF WAR , THE ONLY WAY TO RESTRAIN THEM IS TO RECIPIROCAT IN KIND. In the 1950s the allies aimed all their atomic missiles on communists civilian centers. In that way they discouraged the communists from attacking the greatly outnumbered allied forces of the west.

We do not need to explain our behavior. WE DO NOT NEED THE PERMISSION FROM ANY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD TO SURVIVE. NO COUNTRY IN THE WORLD CARED WHEN SIX MILLION JEWS WERE BUTCHERED BY THE NAZIS.

THE “MORAL” RESTRAINTS UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES -WHEN OUR ENEMIES ATTACK CIVILIANS AND WE ARE ASKED NOT TO RECIPIROCAT IN KIND -ENACTED BY THE EUROPEANS AND THE UN IS MERELY ANOTHER PLOY AND DISGUISE ON THEIR PART TO GUARANTEE THAT MORE JEWS GET KILLED AND THE STATE OF ISRAEL DESTROYED.. The allies in World War
Two fire bombed all the cities in Japan killing over a million civilians even before dropping the atom bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. When they were asked if such action is moral to attack civilians, the reply was is it moral to have THOUSANDS of American soldiers killed? By bombing the civilians the Allies forced the Japanese to, in turn, force their leaders to surrender. Or else the leaders realized that all of Japan would be destroyed if they did not surrender. The same strategy was followed regarding Germany who surrendered one year earlier. We can ask is it moral to have THOUSANDS AND MILLIONS OF Americans KILLED by Iran today IF THEY DEVELOPE AN ATOMIC BOMB?

LET PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH, THE GREATEST PRESIDENT THAT EVER LIVED, PREEMPT AND BOMB IRAN. LET HIM DESTROY 10% OF IRAN AND THEN THEY WILL CHANGE THEIR GOVERNMENT. IF THAT DOES NOT WORK LET THE USA DESTROY 20%. We should go up in increments of 10% until they change their government. In that way we do not need to commit ground troops. THE USA SHOULD DESTROY THEIR OIL FIELDS AND DESTROY THEIR POWER THAT DERIVES FROM THE MONEY THEY EARN BY SELLING OIL.

PRESIDENT Bush threatened to bomb Pakistan back to the stone age if they would not co-operate against the terrorists after 09-11-01. Pakistan saw the light and cooperates. How much more should the USA ASSERT ITSELF AGAINST THE Mullahs in Iran who enslave the Iranian people want to wipe Israel off the map arm Hizbullah and Hamas interfere in Iraq and are the cancer existing that threatens all countries of the world. The Mullah regime has no right to exist. President Bush should bomb Iran to the stone age if the people do not get rid of this cancer -the Mullahs.

LET BUSH FOLLOW WHAT THE ALLIES DID IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR TO GERMANY AND JAPAN. LET HIM FOLLOW THE EXAMPLE OF PRESIDENT TRUMAN WHO USED ATOMIC WEAPONS AGAINST NAGASAKI AND HIROSHIMA. THE TIME IS NOW BEFORE THE IRANIANS DEVELOP AN ATOMIC BOMB THEMSELVES.
IN THE CASE OF ISRAEL TODAY THE EUROPEANS AND THE UN WHO ARE ANOTHER SHADOW OF THESE SAME ANI SEMITES ENACTED "HUMANE" LAWS OF WAR THAT ARE SELECTIVELY APPLIED TO ISRAEL - THAT ARE INTENDED TO GUARANTEE THAT ISRAEL DOES NOT DEFEND ITSELF AGAINST ANNIHILATION. THEY OPPOSE ISRAELI ACTION TO FORCE PALESTINIAN AND LEBANESE CIVILIANS TO STOP THEIR LEADERS FROM KILLING ISRAELIS. THE ARAB'S FINAL GOAL IS TO DESTROY ISRAEL. THIS ROLE ON THE PART OF THE EUROPEANS AND THEIR ALLIES IS NOTHING ELSE BUT ANOTHER MANIFESTATION OF THEIR HATRED AND CONSISTENT MURDER OF JEWS FOR THE LAST 2000 YEARS. NO MATTER THAT THEY THEMSELVES ARE BEING MURDERED BY TERRORISTS THEIR HATRED OF THE JEW IS STILL BURNING VERY STRONG.

UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES ISRAEL SHOULD TAKE ALL STEPS THAT IT CONSIDERS NECESSARY TO DEFEND ITSELF. THE LESSONS OF THE ALLIES IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR MUST BE FOLLOWED. THIS IS THE TORAH PERSPECTIVE. I WILL LEAVE WHAT IS TO BE DONE TO THE ISRAELIS THEMSELVES.

There existed sixty million Jews 3000 years ago at the time of King Solomon according to the historian Josephus in the War of the Jews who lived at the time of the Jewish rebellion against Rome when the Second Temple was destroyed by the Romans and the Jews were exiled all over the world. What happened to the Jewish people that have today a population of under 20 million souls worldwide? The answer is that millions of Jews were forced to convert, millions were killed, millions fled and assimilated with their host countries. Who remains as a Jew today? The majority of the population that remains today among Ashkanazim Jews can trace their roots to a handful of several
families of the sharpest most learned most astute and wisest Rabbinic families. Thus these descendants have the genes and the environmental influence that gave them the necessary characteristics of survival skills. Darwin's theory of survival of the fittest is appropriate here. Although his other writings are unproven and have become the religion and faith of atheists.

We are going to win the war of survival against the Arabs in Israel that includes Yehudah Shomron and Gaza only by using these traits that enabled us to survive for the last 4000 years. It is a simplistic solution to throw out all the Arabs from Yehudah Shomron and Gaza. This solution should be kept as an alternative and implemented when the time is ripe. There exists individuals with whom one can talk and reason. There exists other individuals with whom one can not. The Palestinians have elected the Hamas and explicitly want to destroy Israel and kill all the Jews. The unity government of Fatah and Hamas retain these same objectives that are explicitly stated by Hamas. The Arabs feel very secure and feel that they will not be thrown out completely no matter what they do. So why not try to kill all the Jews and destroy Israel. The Europeans will be first won over and later the USA. If THEY FAIL IN THIS BID THEY HAVE NOT LOST ANYTHING.

LET ISRAEL SHOW THEM THAT IF THEY CONTINUE WE WILL THROW ALL OF THEM OUT OF YEHUDAH SHOMRON AND GAZA. The Arabs are backed by Iran and Syria. IRAN IS DEVELOPING AN ATOMIC BOMB WITH THE EXPLICIT DECLARATION THAT THEY WANT TO WIPE ISRAEL OFF THE MAP. IRAN AND SYRIA HAVE GIVEN ALL THEIR ADVANCED WEAPONS TO HIZBULLAH THEIR PROXY WHO IN TURN USED THEM INDISCRIMINATELY AGAINST CIVILIANS. WOULD IRAN DEVELOP AN ATOMIC BOMB THEY WILL DEFINITELY GIVE IT TO HIZBULLAH

UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCE -What they want to do to us let us do to them. Let us preempt our response before they have a chance to make a first strike and kill millions. Before Iran gets an atomic bomb let us destroy them. ISRAEL SHOULD TAKE ACTION ALONE IF THE USA WILL NOT DO IT TO SAVE MILLIONS OF AMERICANS FROM IRAN HIZBULLAH AND HAMAS AND OTHER TERRORISTS.

THE ONES WHO WILL SURVIVE MUST BE THE WISEST AND IF NEED BE THE MOST VICIOUS. WE HAVE THE GENES AND BRAINS AND MORAL HIGH GROUND FOR SURVIVAL. WE TRIED TO COMPROMISE WITH THE ARABS FOR 100 YEARS. THE MORE WE GIVE THE MORE THEY WANT OUR BLOOD. LET US GO AFTER THEIR BLOOD- BIG TIME. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH,
IT IS BETTER THAT ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO MAKE THIS DECISION TO SAVE THE MILLIONS OF JEWS IN ISRAEL AND THE STATE OF ISRAEL AS A JEWISH STATE SHOULD BE CONDEMNED BY ALL THE EUROPEANS AND NOT BE ABLE TO TRAVEL TO ANY European country because they will be tried for crimes against humanity. SUCH IS THE CRIMINAL AND TWISTED LOGIC OF THE EUROPEANS.

IT IS BETTER THAT ALL JEWS be condemned by the Europeans responsible to destroy the terrorists even if thousands and even millions of civilian casualties occur as collateral damage or are targeted to force out the Hamas Hizbullah or the Mullahs in Iran and restore a government that will make peace with Israel. All this is preferable than that they eulogize thousands or millions of Jews.

G-D gives all humans free will. Some individuals and nations as a result of their own choosing hasten their own destruction. The Europeans shelter all the Arabs and terrorists and enable them by their lax security and liberal immigration laws to roam freely. The terrorist will exploit such freedom to subject Europe to the full venom of jihad. They will then wage jihad or holy war until they vanquish the European infidels and they convert to Islam. If the Europeans resist they will be massacred.

Over 3000 Americans were killed in the attack against the twin towers in New York City on September 11, 2001 by the terrorist smashing planes into them. The French and English who always take the side of the Palestinians and Arabs nevertheless did not escape the wrath and hatred of the terrorists. Already many French cities were burning for weeks in 2006 when the immigrant North Africans rose up in protests against French discrimination that turned violent. In Great Britain in 2005 terrorist attacks in London killed and wounded hundreds.

THE EUROPEANS SHOULD NOT HAVE TO MAKE MEMORIALS FOR MILLIONS OF Jews that could be killed by Iran G-D forbid AND MAKE MUSEUMS ABOUT THE JEWS AND ISRAEL LIKE THE MUSEUMS that house the remnant of extinct species of the past. THE USA SHOULD destroy all the oil fields of Iran. Let us hit them where they get all their power in their pocket.

Unfortunately the price of gasoline will go up and could result in certain hardships for Europe. But Europe will survive. Perhaps Europe and other countries will suffer severe problems, but they will definitely survive. If the USA will not destroy the ability of Iran to develop an atomic bomb then Europe and all other countries will not survive. The Mullahs are irrational. They have a world view that welcomes death for all infidels and for themselves. Only then will their Messiah come. The communists were rational; not the Mullahs. THEREFORE NO ONE IN THE WORLD WILL BE SAFE UNTIL Iran changes its government.
however the europeans are themselves responsible for this dilemma. it is the europeans who have encouraged iran to adopt their criminal posture by selling them scientific know how and modern weapons and ammunition and not freezing all their assets as the usa has done. in that way they have put in harms way millions of americans. in the twentieth century millions of americans have died to rescue the allies from the germans in world war i and ii. not once was this appreciated. it is time that america look out for american concerns. as president bush wisely stated america does not need the permission from the united nations to preempt an attack against a terrorist country that threatens americans. let america begin the bombardment and destruction of iran let us bring to an end the cancer of the middle east -the mullah entity that has iran in chains and threatens all the people of the middle east arab, christian and jews. no arab country nor any western country will be safe as long as the iranian mullahs are not put away in a cell or in the cemetery.

what i am stating is the torah perspective. the usa and israel must decide themselves what is expedient for them. what i stated may not be expedient but should be held in reserve. the palestinians and other arabs, syria and iran must know that everything i write will come on their heads if they do not straighten out.

the blood is on the heads of the israeli government for every israeli soldier and civilian murdered by the hizbullah and hamas, who are executing the orders of iran and syria, who could have been saved by israel carpet bombing any area where hizbullah are hidden among civilians. when israel sent these soldiers into combat before carpet bombing hizbullah positions-regardless of any collateral deaths of civilians israel is responsible for their deaths. when israel left lebanon before flattening the entire area and making it uninhabitable by laying mines they enabled the hizbullah to return disguised as civilians. better yet, israel should not have agreed to the cease fire and remained in southern lebanon.

what is the worst that would have happened-the un and the europeans would have condemned israel? israeli generals and heads of the government would not be able to travel to europe lest they be tried on war crime charges?

the usa would have criticized israel, but certainly no country in the world would have sent troops to punish israel or expel israel from lebanon. especially when everyone knows
THAT HIZBULLAH IS A PROXIE FOR IRAN AND SYRIA. HAVING ISRAEL IN LEBANON RATHER THAN HIZBULLAH WOULD HAVE CUT IRAN'S BEACH HEAD IN LEBANON AND SCORED A VICTORY FOR THE WEST. POST FACTO EGYPT JORDAN SAUDI ARABIA AND ALL THE SUNNI ARABS WOULD HAVE BEEN VERY THANKFUL.

LET US IMPRESS OUR ENEMIES THAT IF THEY DARE THREATEN ISRAEL THEY WILL BE DESTROYED. LET US BE STRONG. STRENGTH IS THE ONLY LANGUAGE THAT OUR ENEMIES RESPECT. We have to take whatever action is necessary to survive. Let us therefore not be deterred from defending ourselves from Iran, Syria and their proxies. Let us take all the action necessary to destroy Hizbullah and insure that its members who do not wear uniforms do not return mingling with the civilian population.

Israel must purchase and develop armaments against the anti tank missiles and katyusha rockets. They were responsible for most of the casualties suffered. Israel must prepare that in future rounds Syria and possibly Iran may be involved in the fighting.

Israel should exhaust all diplomatic options before resorting to war.

Of course, I do not talk for Israel. Israel's leaders must make the decisions based on all political and military factors involved. I am merely indicating what is permitted from a Torah perspective.

This is a book of Halachah, not Jewish and world history. However I wish to refer the interested reader to the following books as substantiation of the facts and apprehensions expressed in the previous pages regarding the Palestinians and the Arabs and what prospects can be expected for Israel based on the historical running record of all these countries. These books will also trace the Biblical Talmudic and historic roots for the claim that Erez Yisroel -Israel belongs only to the Jews given by the Creator of the world. Only when Jews will settle all the historical parts of Israel -Judea and Samaria as well as modern Israel will the Messiah arrive who is awaited by Jews and Christians -in their separate theology.

The Bible; The Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmud; Tosefta; Rambam Yad Hachazaka; Four Parts of Tur and Shulchan Aruch, Levush and Aruch Hashulchon and Aruch Hashulchon Heosid; Rishonim; Achronim; thousands of Responsa for the last 2000 years; See disc from Bar Ilan University; Hakefah Hagedola Kol Hator-Mechon Toras Shlomo -anthology of the mystical writings of the Sages from the last 300 years regarding the birth of Israel and the redemption of mankind; The Story of Civilization by Will Durant -12 volumes; Divrei Yemai Olom -Dubnoi-[Hebrew]; Toldot Yisroel -Zev Yavetz- [Hebrew]14 volumes; Social and Religious History of the Jews-bySalo W. Baron - who taught Jewish history at Columbia University-15 volumes;
See Rashi's commentary to the first verse in the Bible- Beraushi boro El -kim es hashomayim Vehooretz. Why asks Rashi does the Bible start with this sentence relating the creation of the world? Why not start with the story of the exodus from Egypt and the miraculous escape of the Jewish people and the giving of the Torah? The reason is to relate to all of humanity that G-d is the creator and owner of the entire universe and this
planet the earth. He owns it. He selected the Jews to own a sovereign country in Israel. Those non Jews who will help the Jewish people realize G-d's will and build in Israel safe and secure borders for the Jews will be blessed by G-d and will achieve eternity happiness and longevity. They will hasten the coming of the Messiah who will banish all wars. All people who help the Jews build Israel will live for ever. The good people of all faiths who respect the right of all humans will arise from the dead and will live for ever. Peace and blessing will reign forever. See- Whose Homeland Eretz Yisroel Roots of the Jewish Claim and Secure and Recognized Boundaries and all the source books written above for the Biblical and historical roots for all I have written. I have all these books - and many more - in Hebrew Aramaic and English in my library.

The boundaries of Israel have changed at least 15 times in the last 3400 years. AT ALL TIMES JEWS HAVE CONSISTENTLY LIVED IN Eretz Yisroel Israel for the last 3400 years since they first arrived at the command of G-d with Joshua and conquered the land. Even during the thousands of years that Israel has been under foreign domination Jews never ceased living there. Jews never relinquished their claim to Eretz Yisroel -the Land of Israel. At no time in the past thousands of years have Palestinians had a sovereign State even when the land was conquered by Arab rulers. Even in 1948 when Egypt conquered Gaza and Jordan conquered the West Bank, both Egypt and Jordan annexed these areas to their country. They never even discussed setting up an independent Palestine. Palestine has already been partitioned by Great Britain in 1922 when the eastern half of historic Israel was severed and formed Jordan -an Arab country in order not to prejudice the rights of the Arabs. Thus the Palestinians have already a State of their own. The Arabs today have 21 Arab countries with hundreds of millions square miles as opposed to a tiny sliver of land that comprises the Jewish State. The Arabs for the last 100 years refused to accept any Jewish state no matter how tiny. It is not the question of size. But that they are racists and will rewrite history. It is legitimate to lie and kill any one -including another Muslim -who does not accept their brand of Islam. In the nineteenth century there were never more than a few thousand Palestinians in Israel and Jordan. There always existed a majority of Jews in Jerusalem. There always existed thousands of Jews who lived in Israel known as Eretz Yisroel the land of the Jews for the past 2000 years. When the State was formed there were over half a million Jews in Israel. Once the Arabs fled at the prompting of the other Arab States because they wanted to massacre all the Jews and did not want the Arabs in Israel to be in harms way the Jews in Israel became the overwhelming majority. Even without the influx of any other Jews the Jews would remain the majority. After the creation of Israel in 1948 the Arab States threw out the Jews who lived there for over 2500 years. Thus there exists an exchange of populations the millions of Jews who were living in the Arab countries came to Israel. The Arabs who abandoned Israel in 1948 came to the Arab countries. The Jews from Arab countries who came to Israel were followed by Jews who survived the Nazi holocaust and refused to live in Anti Semitic Europe. All the JEWS WERE INTEGRATED INTO Israel and became self sufficient. This is a stark contrast to the Arab refugees who were forced by their own Arab hosts m to become parasites and
beggars living off the dole given by the international community. They were never accepted by the Arabs themselves. THEY WERE EXPLOITED BY THE Arabs against Israel. Thus these descendants of the refugees demand to come back and replace the Jews and destroy the state of Israel. The Sefardic Jews who were thrown out of their country by the Arab States had all their wealth stolen or confiscated by the Arabs, similar as the Nazis confiscated all Jewish wealth. Thus there exists an exchange of populations. Jews came to Israel and Palestinians came to the Arab Countries by their own free will in 1948. They were not thrown out by Israel. Now their descendants number in the millions. Of course Israel will not let them come back because they would destroy Israel by their sheer number. The other Palestinians living today in Yehudah and Shomron should also move to the other Arab countries and in that way there will be an exchange of populations. Peace will be restored. At the end of World War II millions of Ethnic Germans living in Russia Poland and the Czech republic were sent to Germany. There was an exchange of populations between India and Pakistan. So too the Palestinians in Yehudah and Shomron should all go to Arab Countries.

Thus the lie crafted by the President of Iran that the Europeans created Israel and sent Jews there to replace the Arabs is nothing but a filthy fabrication to justify his announced goal and that of Iran to wipe Israel off the map. ONCE Iran, who is not Arab but Persian, gets the atomic bomb they would then make good on their threat. Iran would then spearhead a movement to wipe all the other Arab countries off the map. They would recreate the ancient Persian empire under the banner of Islam that they highjacked INTO THEIR RADICAL INTERPRETATION. THEY WOULD THEN MASSACRE ALL Christians wherever they are if they do not accept Islam.

There never existed more than a few thousand Arabs in Israel and what is now known as Jordan. Only when Jews started building Eretz Yisroel in the 20th century did the Arabs first settle in Israel because they saw greater opportunities than in other Arab countries. Thus the Palestinians have no roots or rights to demand any independent Palestine. Their demand is merely another ploy to destroy Israel as a Jewish country. The Arab’s religious places are in Arab hands and administered by them and all their rights are safeguarded by Israel. Christian sacred places are administered by Christian and all their rights are safeguarded by Israel. This situation did not exist when Jordan controlled the old City of Jerusalem. The UN never enforced Christian or Jewish rights to their sacred places or to any agreements that they brokered. But aside to all this Jerusalem is a Jewish City since the time of King David 3000 years ago and Eretz Yisroel is Jewish since 3400 years ago longer than any country that exists today. Eretz Yisroel and the Jews are the only survivors historically of any ancient people and country in existence. That in itself is the greatest proof of Divine Providence and proof of the existence of G-d and what is written in the Bible that the Land of Israel is for the Jews and that the Jewish people will always remain is true. Even Christian theologians believe that the existence of the
Jews for the past 3400 years when all other ancient civilizations have disappeared from
the world stage is evidence of Divine Providence and proof that G-d exists. For no one
except G-d could decree that a people as hated and persecuted as the Jews for the past
3400 years would still remain in existence and defy all odds. This fact written in the Bible
thousands of years ago is proof that the authors of the Bible-[1] Moses -the Five Books of
knowledge when these scriptures were written. Otherwise how could they have known?
All the ancient and powerful empires and their people have vanished. Only the Jews and
Israel remain. All the wicked Pharaohs and later Hamans and Hitlers of the last 3500
years or the new Haman in Iran and other parts of the world who want to destroy
Israel and the Jews and then all other humans in the world today will soon depart from
the stage of history. The Jews and those non Jews who respect the rights of all humans
will remain to eternity.

Chapter 17

The War Against the Jews

The Nazis and other anti-Semites who killed six million Jews; and the Allies who indirectly
assisted in the murder of these six million Jews or else did nothing to save them- provide the
cue for Arafat and the other Arabs today - how to use the Nazis’ “ final solution” for the
Jewish problem. The anti Semitic world is again aiding and abetting the murder of Jews , but
this time using morality to tie the hands of Israel. They thus prevent them from properly
responding to the daily murder of Jews by the Palestinians and put the murders to an end.

Israel given to Jews by G-d is the heritage of all the people of Israel for the last 4000
years to all of eternity. The fact that the the Arabs disagree does not automatically create
occupied territories in any part of 4000 year historical Israel - Gaza Yehudah and Shomron
- newly named -the West Bank that is claimed by the Palestinians. This land does not belong to
any other nation than Jews. Therefore it is impudence on the part of any nation to declare that
Jews abandon their claim to any part of Israel and not only not build new settlements there; but
also freeze the expansion of existing settlements. Where would the new born children of settlers
stay? If a new Jewish family decides to move to Yehudah and Shomron or Gaza , don’t they
have the right? If any one in the USA wants to move to a different part of the USA does he
need the permission of any one? If a member of any minority group is refused to buy a house in
any part of the country , the seller and broker can be charged with discrimination . Arabs live all
over Israel . There is no discrimination. But Jews should willingly agree to be subject to
discrimination . They should be willingly agree to abdicate their Right to Israel . All those who
urge Israel to freeze settlements know that if Jews are physically present in Yehudah and
Shomron they will have strengthened their claim to the land. The demand to freeze all building
and expansion of present settlements, is reminiscent of the edicts of anti Semites centuries ago
that prohibited any Jew from marrying and having children, other than the oldest son or
daughter. The intention was to force the other children to leave. Similarly the Arabs and their
supporters propose to prohibit Jews from expanding settlements. Therefore they would not
have any place where to live -would they have children. They ,therefore, would abandon first
Yehudah ,Shomron and Gaza and then the rest of Israel. This is another version of the
maximum number of Jews that were permitted by the British White paper to immigrate to then Palestine in 1939.

The White Paper of the British, who were given a mandate over Palestine by the League of Nations following World War I followed three years of Arabs rioting and murdering Jews in then Palestine. The Arabs were rewarded for their bloodshed by having all their demands met- to thwart Jews ever becoming the majority in Palestine and establishing a State of their own. In 1948 ,the Arabs rejected the United Nations resolution to partition Palestine with two states, one Arab and one Jewish. When Israel was proclaimed as an independent Jewish State, all the Arab countries launched a war to annihilate the nascent Jewish State. After that total was reached in the British White Paper all immigration of Jews to then Palestine stopped.

Jews were able to immigrate to Israel after the establishment of the State of Israel.

It seems that the Arabs never tire of their historical goal to deny the Jews an independent land. The first step is to prevent the normal growth of Jews in their independent land. Even today that an independent Jewish State exists, it is the goal of the Arabs to destroy it. That is the thrust of all their propaganda. That is the reason for the annual day of mourning at the anniversary of the founding of Israel. That is the reason all the maps of the Palestinians show a Palestinian State on every inch of Eretz Yisroel.

The enemies of the Jews want to destroy the Jewish claim to any part of Israel, why not start with Yehudah and Shomron ? Certainly, if Jews have no right to historical Israel, they have no right to newly built areas like Tel Aviv. Anti Semites historically limited the areas where Jews could live- to Jewish ghettos. Are Jews in their own country again be confined to Jewish ghettos? Are Jews going to permit those nations who- even today are actively involved in assisting in the murder of Jews- by selling ammunition to the Arabs and supporting them in the United Nations- or do nothing to prevent the murder of Jews assist in the stealing of the Land of Israel? We have yet to hear from those who lecture us their outrage and condemnation of the Palestinians as they murder Jewish men, women and children by shooting them on the roads and planting bombs all over Israel. Are we going to be deterred from preventing the murder of innocent Jews because we are being lectured that we are using disproportionate firepower? Are we going to reward the Arabs for killing unarmed civilians and crushing the skulls of children? The Nazis were hanged for such antics following the Nuremberg trial . Israel has the right morally and in accordance with Hallacha- Jewish Law to throw out all the Arabs from Yehudah, Shomron and Gaza. If the other Arab countries attack, Israel has the right morally and in accordance with Hallacha- Jewish Law to use nuclear weapons and once and for all settle this matter. The United States used the atom bomb against Japan to end world War II. The allies did not hesitate to fire bomb German civilians to end World War II. Israel has the right to do the same. After 2000 years of suffering, enough is enough. However the decision is up to the Israeli people. They must weigh all the consequences. They are forbidden to make a hasty decision, when so much is at stake. They must first explore and attempt all the other options and alternatives. However the other alternatives must not put Jewish lives in danger and the security of the State of Israel must not be compromised.

Are we going to agree to have the open anti Semites or the hidden anti Semites impose
their will upon us to steal our independence? It is not only those individuals who pull the trigger or lay the bombs that are responsible. It is those individuals who master mind the murder of Jews who share equal responsibility. It is those individuals who devise and deliver the hate that motivates the killing of Jews who share the responsibility. It is these individuals and governments who do nothing to prevent the dissemination of hatred and killing of Jews who equally have on their hands Jewish blood. It is the task of Jews and Israel to win the propaganda war. It is our duty to convince the democratic world of the justice of our case.

This propaganda war is equally important as is the actual war against the murderers and inciters of hate. Until there is a fundamental change in the Arab mind set and acceptance of Jews to have a land of their own in Israel, it is suicide to contemplate to surrender one centimeter of Eretz Yisroel -the Land of Israel. It is suicide to fall into the trap of “morality” to give up any strategic advantage we hold for “peace”. Arafat, the Palestinians, and the rest of the Arab world showed their true colors when Barak was prepared to give them the greatest part of historical Israel-now called the West Bank, they launched the infatada -to kill Jews. They would win by the gun what they could not get at the bargaining table- the return of millions of Palestinian decedents to the heart of Israel. In that way they would destroy Israel. The issue is not what size of territory the Arabs will end up with. The issue is that the Arabs do not want Jews to exist in an independent Jewish State. period. Therefore Jews must act accordingly.

All the anti Semites learned from 3500 years of hatred of the Jews by individuals who used anti Semitism as a weapon to hide their shortcomings and failures with their own people. They diverted their peoples’ frustration by blaming the Jews for all their problems. The first to give expression to their murderous design to wipe out every Jewish man, woman and child -sparring no one were the Biblical Amolakites. The Bible teaches mankind how to deal with such terrorism. One word- reciprocity. That lesson cured terrorism 3500 years ago and cures terrorism today. It was used by the Allies in World War II in firebombing German cities. It was also used to end the war with Japan by dropping the atomic bomb. It should be used by Jews with prudence and foresight taking into consideration all consequences.

Amolek is not limited to only one racial group. The Bible does not discriminate. The cure can be applied to any group or nation that intends to annihilate Jewish men, woman and children.

Amolek -the ancient enemy of the Jews, according to Rambam, is not a racial concept. It is rather a very pragmatic concept. Any nation or group of people who want to harm Jews physically or spiritually are Amolekites. They should be dealt with accordingly. [Rambam Melochim 6:4 - Kesef Mishne and Raadvaz Ibid.]

Furthermore, Rambam Laws of Sabbath 2:3 states that one who refuses to violate the Sabbath to save a human life, relying on miracles alone, is a heretic. The reason is that G-d mandates in the Torah that we use practical means-not miracles to save human life. G-d mandates that the saving of human life supersedes all the Torah and all other laws. Thus anyone who wants to rely on miracles, rather than use practical means,
ipso facto denies what is written in the Torah. They thus are heretics.
The same applies to the need of Jews for a homeland of their own. Would Israel have existed as an independent Jewish homeland during the second World War there would have been no holocaust. CERTAINLY HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OR MILLIONS WOULD HAVE BEEN SAVED.
It is a miracle that after 2000 years Jews were given by G-d the gift of an independent country. That represents the beginning of the Messianic era. But the only way Israel will survive is by natural means. We must defend the land by military means and diplomacy, not only by prayer. G-d helps those who help themselves.
Likewise, those critics of mine who do nothing to help Agunot, if they actually do not collaborate with the husband to deny the Agunah a Get, are also partners to Amolek.[Aruch Hashulchon Choshen Mishpot 348:15;306:9,16; Rambam Rotzeach Ushmiras Nefesh 1:14; Vayikro 19:14 Torah Temimo Ibid; Bavali Avodo Zoro 18a.] We will discuss both groups of Amolekites.

OUR MISSION

Let all Jews -MEN AND WOMEN- learn Torah daily. Let all Jews observe the laws between men and men and men and G-D. We will explore many of these laws especially those laws that require dispensations in order to enable Jews to go on with a normal life like an agunah whose husband refuses to give her a Get. Unless we annul her marriage she remains a prisoner banned from ever having sex again for the rest of her life. BY ANNULLING HER MARRIAGE WE WILL GIVE HER SEXUAL FREEDOM FROM A DEAD MARRIAGE. When observing the laws can mean being stymied and not being able to lead a normal life, we will propose dispensations that may not necessarily be accepted by other Orthodox Rabbis.
Let all Jews get married and remain married. Let us have large families. Let us if need be suffer and work out our problems and not get divorced. Let us do this for our sake the sake of our children and the sake of the Jewish people.
Let us reach out to all Jews. Let us reach out to those Jews who do not have a conversion in accordance with Hallacha -Jewish Law. Let us welcome them into our arms with the same love and warmth we reserve for all Jews. Let us teach them about Judaism and they will on their own embrace and come closer to the observance of the Mitzvos and convert according to Hallacha-Jewish Law.
Let us resemble the warmth of the sun in a cool spring day - in our relationship to all humans. Let us not talk evil or slander or libel or hurt or injure or abuse or breach our responsibilities to all humans or lose our temper at anyone. Let us not be addicted to
alcohol, drugs, smoking or gambling. Let us not cheat, steal and certainly not kill any human. Let our word be our bond. Let us greet every human with a smile and make him and her feel important that the world was created by G-D for them.

Living in 2007 and having the benefits of Monday morning hindsight we can examine today's problems and dangers that threaten the lives of Jews and non Jews in Israel and the rest of the world. The threat to the very existence of the Jews and the State of Israel can be examined and solutions weighed on the scale of Jewish and world history. We can also use the guidance of the 4000 year old religion of the Jews as summarized in the Talmud and that literature summarized in the for parts of the Shulchan Aruch with all the thousands of commentaries and responsa for the past 1500 years.

Jewish existence is a manifestation of Divine Providence. Jewish existence has baffled friend and foe- no less Hitler in my Kampf. The most fiendish men in history were baffled by the phenomena of Jewish existence for the last 4000 years. See the large space devoted by Hitler in my Kampf. The negation of Jewish existence is at once an attempt by mortal men to deny the Divine Providence of the will of G-d and his design for mankind, as well as, an attempt to fight G-d's laws by killing the messenger - the Jews and noble non Jews of all religions sexes color of skin and countries of origin. This is the symbolic message of the story in the Bible in Genesis of the tower of Babel. Men in that era conspired to declare war on G-d.

G-d is all powerful and is not visible. How can man wage war with G-d? The answer is to destroy G-d's messengers-the Jews and the noble non Jews. I will use the Christian concept of the crucifixion since that is the most appropriate word to dramatize the treatment of Jews. Jews and noble non Jews for
the last 4000 years have been crucified.

The task of the historian, political scientists, sociologist linguist, anthropologist in the social sciences; in addition to the specialties in the physical sciences and all the sub-specialties in this encyclopedic field of human behavior is not to judge the truth of other cultures and religions; but to report what people over a selected period of time have practiced believed and considered as Divine true or pragmatic even if false. In 2007 there exists one billion Christians, one billion Muslims, one billion Hindus, one billion Buddhists millions of Deists, millions of Unitarian, millions of Zoroastrians, millions of Jews, millions of Native Americans in North and South America Australia Philippines and Pacific Islands and in Africa believing in their Native Deities religions and cultures. In addition to the people who have elected or have been born into or forced to accept a religion or culture there exists a population of millions or billions of atheists agnostics and secularists. There exists or existed political systems like democracy Imperialism National Socialism the Nazis-Fascism Communism Maoism Socialism and totalitarianism and dictatorships Each of these systems existed over the last 5000 years in order to eliminate chaos and enable the nations who employed the various systems to function.

The history of the social sciences as well as the physical sciences especially philosophy and history over the last 5000 years dramatizes that the sciences have been exploited by different political agendas to vindicated their political agendas to the detriment of all other groups. Will Durant writing in Lessons of History summarizes 5000 years of historical record as a continuous war between competing nations for domination at the expense of their weaker neighbors. The social sciences have been enrolled voluntarily or through brutal force to vindicate all the political agendas. Thus Constantine in 325 elected the Trinitarian creed of Christianity because it served his political agenda and offered an alternative to his Roman troops in the civil war against Maximilian in that era. The Trinitarian creed of Christianity as it developed -as a result of a number of synods- served the purpose of the Roman Emperors and consequently succeeded in replacing existing Roman and Greek religious practices and Deities.

Let us in our analysis go fast forward 1300 or 1400 years to the time of the renaissance. The renaissance philosophers paved the way for the French and American Revolutions and the liberal thinkers who questioned core Christian dogma, that in effect was heresy. Why were these philosophers not burned at the stake? In the 1500s Copernicus who proposed from his scientific research that there exists a solar system and that the earth revolves around the sun; rather than that the sun and all the planets